TEAMWORK

◆

COMMUNICATIONS

◆

LEADERSHIP

Barry Moline has been a trade association CEO for more than 25 years. In his career, he has often seen people struggle to collaborate. Recognizing
the widespread need in organizations to improve teamwork, Barry investigated and discovered the keys that best-practice organizations use to
quickly work together, and encourage staff to grow productive workplace relationships. After 4 years of research, Barry wrote the award-winning
book Connect!, where he shares the secrets to successful teamwork, communication and leadership.

“BARRY OFFERS BOTH THE INSPIRATION AND THE SKILLS TO SUCCEED.”
Liz Joyner, Founder & CEO, The Village Square

TALKS TO MAKE YOUR TEAM MORE SUCCESSFUL
BUILDING GREAT TEAMS When people learn more about one another — by sharing stories about their backgrounds and what’s going on
in their lives — they begin to like each other and find more common ground. And when they know their colleagues better, they want to do
a good job for each other. The results are better solutions in a supportive environment. Barry shares the secrets - and the specific actions successful organizations use to swiftly build great teams.
Key Takeaways:
• Effective ways to build and strengthen workplace relationships
• Secrets for building great teams and effective organizations
• Engaging with people is key to building satisfying and successful careers
• Connecting leads to your own personal happiness
LIVING THE
LIFE Everyone can lead, and we need more leaders because they create organizations of action and greater success.
LEADING
ATLEADER’S
EVERY LEVEL
However, many fail to understand the ingredients necessary to lead. In this highly interactive presentation, Barry breaks down the elements
of leadership and what you must do to lead. Barry has solved the leadership puzzle and is eager to share. Participants will be motivated to
lead from every level of their organization.
Participants will walk away as highly motivated leaders. They will discover their past leadership experiences. They will learn how to bring people
together, which is the foundation for teamwork. They will understand their role in helping others to accomplish their organization’s mission.
And finally, they will learn the leader’s mindset, and fully understand the simple but easy change they must make to be a great leader.
Key Takeaways:
• Elements of leadership, what’s important and what’s not
• The major personality traits leaders need
• Specific actions to grow into the leader you want to be
• The four most important characteristics of a leader
barry has appeared

“My promise to you is this: I will inspire and equip your people. I will help you transform your organization, your association, your
members, your business, and the people you work with. Let’s develop great people and build teams together.” - Barry Moline

“Fantastic presentation!
I feel so positive and now have a list
of actions to make life better.”
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